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About This Game

End the witch's evil reign at last! Explore the twists and turns of a mysterious world as you travel through a strange, cursed
kingdom, where the characters have been robbed of their beauty and talents by a cruel sorceress. Tests your wits as you gather

the missing amulets, restore the lives of the cursed characters – and open the portal to return home!
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Okay, I'm a big fun of roguelike games and mechs and this game seemed right down my alley initially. However, there's one
thing I detest more than anything else and that is poor game design. You see, this game emulates rogulike experience, like you
go there, you fight, you die. Like all rougelike games it gives you the rush, you want to get better to beat it. But the problem is
that there's no point of getting better, as there's a reliable sequence of steps that will bring you to victory. To achieve this you
have to avoid the missions that will get you killed that were put there by the developers to emulate the roguelike experience.
When there's no point of getting better at the game, and half the missions being deathtraps you realize that you've been fooled
and there's nothing more to this game than visual aesthetics.. A great, challenging, rythm platformer! A must-buy for people
who love a challenge and great music.
For me, it was quite difficult initially, until I realized to rely less on sight and more on sound. Which is very appropriate as the
music was composed by veteran EDM artist, bLiNd

Have yet to finish the game, but there is great replayability in trying to get the best scores.
Great feeling of accomplishment when you finally manage to hit all the beats.. great party game, we played with Vive and
several 360 controllers. Wish there were more games like this!. One of my fav. game now!
This game might be complex, and hard to make profit at first, but this "complex" is the reason why the game is fun.
I played train fever, cities in motion 2, but none of the game reaches this realistic simulation. This game allows players to not
only lay tracks and build stations, but set timetable for each trains. I might adjust the timetable so there will be less train at night
and more trains at rush hour, or make express trains stopping at only the big station, or even a limited express train connecting
the rural area, and the central city.

It is worth every cent.

10\/10, Best Game. I played this on the Oculus Rift with Touch Controllers. I didn't notice any issues (I only used 2 sensors with
standing room only setup). Obviously, this game is better with 3 sensor setup and full roomscale and I will try that at a later
time. You move by holding the triggers and moving your hands like a running motion. And you climb by holding the grip
buttons. There are leaderboards for bragging rights.

The gameplay is basically climbing midieval castle towers. The game is very particular about which paths are open or not to
climb up, and you can tell with the buzzing of your motion controllers when you are not in a good situation. However, several
times I saw paths that should be good and visually looked like they could be used when they were not. In particular I found a
spot where the game would take me temporarily to a menu loading screen and then I would fall all the way down. This happened
each time I tried going up this way and eventually I had to find an alternative path. Also, not sure if this was a bug or not, but it
seemed I fell a few times from a ledge randomly (I was holding on to the grip button).

There is an interesting co-op mode gameplay where one person climbs and tries to avoid guards, while the other person shoots
bows and arrows to distract them or to create new paths to climb. I didn't get to try that, but it seems like something innovative
which may be fun to play.

Given the price, I do recommend this game.

Rate: 6\/10

I would rate higher if they added more challenging elements to the climbing or traps to avoid. Also, I hope they would different
objects to climb instead of just castle towers, like a church. I'd be happy with a modern city building.. This game was exactly
what I was craving. A basic dungeon crawl with some puzzles and enough story to keep you going. Don't look at this as a big
time AAA production, but for what it is, it's well done. I'm an old school gamer so graphics don't matter that much. They aren't
bad but nothing that hasn't been done better by older titles. The ambient effects and monster sounds are quiet good and add
suspense to the exploration. The game length was a tad short , but that's OK as so many RPG'S try to out-epic each other, and
Ruzar doesn't feel the need to do that. I'm looking forward to a sequel, and seeing what the developer adds to an already solid
platform.. controls where akward and levels felt very similar and boring. Only thing they could have done to make this better is
put it with foot blood knights.

FLC - Thumbs up.. Personally one of the greatest games I have ever played. It may be hard to get into at first but if you watch a
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few guides by Muselk, you will be playing competitively as if there was no tomorrow
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This is hands down the best multiplayer game you can play on VR. There are no "Experts" here. There is no issue of people who
have insanely fast reflexes. Why? Your body is the controller. You can grip the gun with one or two hands. You actually hold
the gun up to your face to snipe. You lean down to crouch. All VR headsets have microphoens built in, so everyone has voice
chat by default. This is the golden age of PC multiplayer gaming brough back to life. Here are a few of my favorite stories so
far.

#1 accidentally dropped my grenade right after pulling the pin. Guy next to me screams, I shout alahuakbar and we both die.

#2 Accidentally drop my gun because someone ran around a corner and startled me. I attempted to punch them to-death (you
can't do that) and he laughed so hard that he dropped HIS gun. Which I picked up and killed him with.

#3 I discovered that making funny noises at people through the microphone right as they come around a corner will sometimes
startle them enough to make them drop their gun so I can kill them.

#4 when you crouch in real life you crouch in the game. So I kept crouching around corners with a knife frantically trying to
slice up people with guns.

Buy this. Have fun. Its amazing.
. Nice game. Epic soundtrack and great magical effect. Puzzle fun guaranteed.. Buggy, un-polished but fun.

Very much an Advance Wars clone without any form of story, no commanding units and nearly zero polishing. Despite this it is
an Advance Wars clone so it a lot of fun! There is literally no story what so ever and often the menus are clunky\/ glitchy
(between each map it takes you back to the main menu and you have to click campaign again). The lack of commanders means
no banter and less tactical nuance but overall I had fun and it is dirt cheap when on sale.. Utter trash and a waste of time and
money. You would be better served paying someone to kick you in the nether regions than buying this game.. Very short but a
good bit of fun while waiting for the Last Crown Blackenrock. I really enjoyed the Lost Crown, loved the characters, puzzles
and atmosphere so it was great to return to Saxton for more.

I really enjoyed this but expected it to be a little bit longer for $5. The game doesn't give you enough money to start out on..
This game won't change your \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in life or anything but it's very unique and worth the brief play
through I mean\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665it's 5 bucks stop being a Jew and just check it out.. With this and
soundtrack set to random makes every level even more unique. Love A_Rival remixes! Highly recommended :)
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